
High-Dosage Math and Reading Tutoring

Carnegie Learning  
High-Dosage Tutoring
Live, online acceleration support

Extend Your Teachers’ Impact 
Certified tutors deliver standards-aligned support using high-quality 
instructional material that addresses gaps, aligns to your scope and 
sequence, and sets expectations for on-grade-level learning.

Prepare All Students for Grade-Level Learning
Accelerate learning with tutoring that’s designed to support your school’s scope and sequence. Plus, a focus on key 
prerequisite skills will help your students succeed in grade-level learning.

Accelerate Growth with High-Quality Instructional Materials (HQIM)
Each lesson is designed to personalize the learning experience for each student, utilizing HQIM aligned to standards 
and based on research.

Actionable Data on Student Progress
Robust learning data ensures that tutoring is tailored to each student’s needs. In each 8- to 10-week program, pre- 
and post-assessments and ongoing formative assessments measure growth and suggest areas for future focus.

This program has 
impacted my student a lot 
by helping her understand 
math and getting the help 
that she needed to better 
her grade in math overall. 
Even her teacher has 
noticed the improvement.

Parent of Student
Dr. Henry Wise High School

Upper Marlboro, MD

Grades K–12

96% 
of students 

find our tutoring 
helpful
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www.carnegielearning.com/tutoring  

Learn more about High-Dosage Tutoring:

Your Partners in Tutoring Success
Make your goals a reality with High-Dosage Tutoring services. You’ll get intensive, 
online instruction for specific grade bands or courses that will accelerate learning for 
students, no matter their starting point. Let’s team up to customize a comprehensive 
tutoring strategy that fits your school’s or district’s exact needs.

Flexible Implementation Options
What could your math or reading tutoring program look 
like? The possibilities are endless. Based on your school’s 
or district’s needs, your program could include: 

• On-demand, by-appointment, or pre-scheduled tutoring
• Live, video-based online tutoring sessions in 15-, 

30-, or 45-minute increments
• One-on-one or small group sessions 
• Flexible scheduling over 4-6 days per week
• Sessions offered before, during, after school, on 

Saturdays, or over the summer
• A focus on specific, pre-identified content 

sequence or student-identified needs
• Options to choose a favorite or first available tutor

Let Us Do the Heavy Lifting
Our team of experts sets you up for success. Beyond 
providing the highest-quality tutors, we’ll take care of…

• Recruiting, managing, and training tutors
• Scheduling weekly tutoring hours 
• Setting up an easy-to-use scheduling tool for students and parents
• Providing a complete, district-customized platform for virtual tutoring sessions
• Managing day-to-day support needs
• Answering quick questions via email or text message
• Gathering daily and weekly progress reports for key stakeholders
• Compiling ongoing formative assessment data to inform instruction
• Helping you promote tutoring throughout your school and community
• Supporting your student incentive programs to boost engagement

*From pre- to post-assessment scores, 2021–2022 school year

Average pre- to 
post-assessment scores 

increased

30%
after participating in high-

dosage tutoring!*


